-

Brent Pius - working with Jim and others on guardrails from Cressman’s and above.
SLVB instagram - Dylan would like to help contribute if someone can teach him how to use it
start to promote Shaver again (like Shaver Lake hotel is doing)
-

Cari to help teach Dylan how instagram works - check on how to screen share mobile to
zoom meeting. Text Kyle to get admin access to SLVB instagram

Present: Michele Meisch, Dylan Johnson, Cari Salwasser
Start: 9:14

-

-

Creek Fire Recovery Collaborative
-

approved a structure and bylaws
Case management committee - Catholic Charities - hiring 3 case mangers for creek fire

-

only
Communications committee - how do we get the information/data to the case
management team and the collaborative as a whole

-

workshops with Fresno County on Erosion control

Tools
- Dylan made all the calls and received one email - to send emails to Michele
-

Dylan to follow up with Rebecca today and Michele to put info into spreadsheet
Cari to reach out to those on her list either by email or call
Kyle to reach out to ACE

-

Michele to double back to Operation Tiny Home about sending tools - we can get them
to people
Mechanics of paying for shipping

-

-

Justin - single dad, lost everything in fire
-

Dylan to follow up on Justin’s verification for the property he was renting that burned
Immediate needs: enclosed lockable storage, tools, truck repaired, pressure washer
Living with kids in a trailer on cousins fathers property

-

Truck at Ford Dealership in Selma - Michele wants to reach out to Ford and see if they
can help

-

United Way funds helped get the trailer they’re living in (also received some from Red
Cross)

-

Golden State Pressure Washing (his business)
Items he wants specifically - Pressure washer $449 and generator $650
$1300 donation?
-

-

$1317 - Michele to print invoice and Dylan to get check over to Michele to send out
Dylan calls for motion to approve distribution for the amount of $1500
- Michele - 1st. Dylan - 2nd. All in favor. No opposed.

Referrals from United Way
they do not vet the applicants but they come from the Red Cross and they do vet them
-

Distributed $85k - all has been in cash with invoice recording what it’s for

-

Potential replacement to PayPal - Stripe

-

Michele received an auction invite from Habitat For Humanity - contacted about auction
ideas and for future assistance

-

Meetings Tuesday morning
-

8 am

-Motion to approve last weeks minutes
-Michele 1st. Dylan 2nd. All in favor. No opposed.

